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DEVELOPMENT OF DISASTER EDUCATION IN THE EARLY HANDLING OF EMERGENCY IN THE PRE-HOSPITALS AREA

ABSTRACT

Background: Disaster risk reduction involves several sectors, legal, social, structural, economic, technological, educational, environmental health, with improved preparedness will be able to reduce the impact of disasters. Capacity that continues to be added with knowledge about rapid disaster response to disasters can make resilience dealing with disasters and preventing the emergence of disaster risks.

Purpose: Conduct a literature review on articles that examine the importance of disaster education in the initial handling of emergencies in the hospital area

Design: Literature review

Method: Using databases with electronic search on ProQuest, SAGE, and Science Direct published in 2017-2021

Results: 100 articles were used in the review. These articles discuss the importance of disaster education in the initial handling of emergencies in the hospital area. The 15 articles reviewed are original research.

Conclusion: Local communities are well placed to play a central role in hazard identification, development of preparedness plans, detection and response to emergencies, and implementation of recovery efforts. Community leaders and local health workers (e.g. family doctors, nurses, midwives, pharmacists, community health workers) can build public trust, disseminate information, and identify people at risk.
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NOTE: This preprint reports new research that has not been certified by peer review and should not be used to guide clinical practice.
INTRODUCTION

Preventing and reducing the number of fatalities from the exposed population is crucial in the context of disaster risk management (Nugrahandika & Putri, 2021). In dealing with disasters, it involves many lines with a combination of lines of Health, economy, technology and institutions that are continuously intervened and treated in disaster preparedness events that trigger community resilience to personal with the end goal of increasing expertise in responding to conditions that occur as a result of disasters (Sendai, 2021).

Improvements in disaster risk management together with improved living standards have significantly reduced mortality rates from natural hazards (UNDRR, 2021). Preparation is the first step to an all-hazards approach to disaster. Mass casualty incident planning includes an integrated disaster plan, a clear chain of command, hazard vulnerability assessment, surge capacity plan, and triage strategy. The hospital will need an emergency management committee or department whose function is to facilitate disaster training and annual disaster drills. Disaster drills that can help prepare for mass critical care (Sendai, 2019). The bottom-up approach includes local coping mechanisms, recognizing them and strengthening community capacities are important in the disaster risk reduction process (Pandey C, 2019).

These types of extreme events result in great morbidity and mortality, especially in low-income countries, as these countries do not have appropriate disaster preparedness and management plans in place. In Nepal, between 1971 and 2016, more than 26,000 natural disasters were reported, which claimed the lives of more than 43,000 Nepalese and left more than 83,000 injured. The trend of catastrophic events has increased drastically since 2000, perhaps as a consequence of the increasing hazards of climate change. On September 11, 2021, there were 1,873 disasters recorded. The dominant natural disasters are floods, followed by extreme weather and landslides. Natural disasters affected and displaced 5,952,018 people, while as many as 511 people died and 70 were missing and 12,892 people were injured. In addition to natural disasters on April 13, 2020, the government declared the spread of COVID-19 as a non-natural national disaster (BNPB, 2021).

Emergency and disaster risk management is everyone's business (WHO, 2021). Disaster response, as one of the phases of disaster management, is very important to reduce the impact of disasters and increase the resilience of the public sector and society after a disaster occurs (Rahmayanti, 2021). Disaster risks faced by residents in disaster-prone areas need to be reduced by building good ones. Disaster management. Disaster education based on local wisdom is very important to support formal education. Education in schools or in various disaster counseling activities carried out by the government (Septiana, 2019). Local communities are well placed to play a central role in hazard identification, development of preparedness plans, detection and response to emergencies, and implementation of recovery efforts. Community leaders and local health workers (e.g. family doctors, nurses, midwives, pharmacists, community health workers) can build public trust, disseminate information, and identify people at risk (WHO, 2021).

METHOD

Search Strategy

The preparation of this literature review uses various databases by conducting electronic searches on ProQuest, SAGE and Science Direct. The search is limited to articles published in the last five years from 2019 to 2021 which are available in English. Several terms or keywords are combined to get the right article as a search strategy such as using the term "disaster education in early emergency management in the hospital area"
Records identified based on literature searches of EBSCO, ProQuest, SAGE, Scopus and Science Direct (N= 1,925)

Articles are sorted based on the last 5 years and do not include literature reviews (N=1761)

Total records identified and screened (n=110)

Notes are excluded (N=110) for the following reasons:
1. Population selection only in prehospital patients
2. The research problem focuses on prehospital care
3. Interventions provided and their impact

P : The article uses the population with the impact of disaster risk in the hospital
I: Treatment and hospital care
C : Another method
O: How to care

Article search strategy with PICO
1. Q: in patients who are helped in prehospital
2. I: prehospital treatment
3. C:Other methods
4. O: Prehospital emergency management in disaster risk reduction

Abstract eligible (n=14)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title and Author</th>
<th>Method (Design, Variable, Sample, Instrument)</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
S: 350,000 patients  
V: cpr and ecc Pedoman guidelines  
I: ilcor 2020 | Basic life support can be taught to the community to cope with risks |
S: 14,705 patients  
V: medical prompt treatment guidelines  
I: module | Cardiopulmonary resuscitation targeting lay people |
| 3  | BNPB. (2021). Bencana Alam. | D: a cohort study  
S:  
V: bencana Alam  
I: observation checklist | Types of natural disasters |
| 4  | Duong, H. v., Herrera, LN, Moore, JX, Donnelly, J., Jacobson, KE, Carlson, JN, Mann, NC, & Wang, HE (2018). | D: compare  
S: 16,116,219 patients  
V: prehospital emergency care.  
I: observation sheet | EMS personnel must be ready to treat patients |
| 5  | Khumairoh, Z., Widana, IDKK, & Sumantri, SH (2021). | D: qualitative description  
S:  
V: disaster risk reduction in Indonesia  
I: FGD | The results of this study indicate that the role of disaster communication can help the government provide and disseminate information to the public in order to support the success of disaster risk reduction. |
| 6  | Maharani, D., Afifuddin, M., Putri, DA, Setiawan, K., & Ansari, SA (2019). Braille Monopoly Game as a Tool of Disaster Mitigation | D: pretest and posttest  
S: 11 patients | There is an increase in knowledge and awareness of the |
**I:** monca (disaster monopoly)  
**S:** importance of disaster mitigation. |
|---|---|---|
| **D:** observation  
**S:** 12,500 **patient**  
**V:** 2020 AHA guidelines  
**I:** training |
| Most of the variation in survival rates is thought to be due to the activation of the Chain of Survival, critical actions that must occur sequentially to maximize the chances of survival. |
**S:** america  
**V:** Natural disaster development  
**I:** International development projects |
| **D:** observation  
**S:** america  
**V:** Natural disaster development  
**I:** International development projects |
| Disaster development in the community |
| 9 | Nugrahandika W, Putri R. 2021 | **D:** Cross Secioal  
**S:** Bantul residents  
**V:** Emergency and Disaster Risk Management  
**I:** Earth and Environment |
| Community-based disaster management |
**S:** 2 communities  
**V:** Making communities resilient to disasters  
**I:** CBDRM approach |
<p>| The CBDRM approach motivates people to work together because they feel a sense of belonging to their community and recognize the benefits of their involvement in disaster mitigation and preparedness. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Disaster Preparedness in Neonatal Intensive Care Units.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Report, C.</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>Intensive care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>The people of Jakarta who are victims of floods</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Rahmayanti, KP, Azzahra, S., &amp; Arnanda, NA</td>
<td>purposive sampling</td>
<td>The people of Jakarta who are victims of floods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Regional early action in dealing with the threat of hydrometeorological disasters (September)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Rosya, A., &amp; Dini, DP</td>
<td>purposive sampling</td>
<td>Flood threat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>The Level of Public Acceptance to the Development of a Coastal Flooding Early Warning System in Jakarta.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Riama, NF, Sari, RF, Rahmayanti, H., Sulistya, W., &amp; Nurrahmat, MH</td>
<td>purposive sampling</td>
<td>In this study, we conclude that the level of public acceptance of the development of an early warning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Saad, MFM, Latif, AA, &amp; Othman, M. (2021).</td>
<td>Agile information-based framework for flood management.</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>In this study, we conclude that the level of public acceptance of the development of an early warning system is very good as evidenced by the high mean scores of respondents' attitudes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Wirawan, CA, &amp; Arsa, SAW (2020).</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: R and D S: 50 nurses V: handling cardiac arrest outside the hospital I: BLS module</td>
<td>The basic android basic life support (BLS) application can increase the accuracy and speed of nurses in conducting BLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Wright, N., F., L., Lapitan, JM, Kayano, R., Abrahams, J., Huda, Q., &amp; Murray, V. (2020).</td>
<td></td>
<td>D: cohort S: all countries V: Emergency and Disaster Risk Management I: SFDRR module</td>
<td>Overcoming these hurdles is important, and doing so will be a key marker of the success of the partnership over the next 10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S: Chinese people  
V: Health Emergency Disaster Risk Management  
I: module  
Early disaster management |
| 30 | Wanner, MST (2020). Drivers of Change in National Disaster Governance   | under the Hyogo Framework for Action. 8(4), 256-269.                                                                                                                                                    | D: cohort  
S: Chinese people  
V: Disaster Governance  
I: module  
Application of the hyogo framework |
S: Chinese people  
V: International Journal of Disaster Risk Science  
I: module  
Application of the sendai framework |
S: Chinese people  
V: Living Compound Marginality  
I: module  |
S: Chinese people  
V: Attitude and Behavior Practices  
I: module  
Community behavior in dealing with disasters |
S: Chinese people  
V: Humanitarian Relief Operations  |
An important component of the national emergency care system is the prehospital emergency medical service (Duong et al., 2018). Community health centers as first-level health facilities must be equipped with basic emergency service capabilities to support an optimal health care system. The ability of nurses to perform cardiac massage or BLS is still below 50% (Wirawan & Arsa, 2020). The 2020 guidelines offer suggestions for increasing lay rescuer CPR rates, noting that currently less than 40% of non-hospitalized adults who experience cardiac arrest receive lay rescuer-initiated CPR prior to the arrival of emergency medical services. (Cpr & Ecc, 2020). The 2020 American Heart Association (AHA) Guidelines for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Emergency Cardiovascular Care provide a comprehensive review of evidence-based recommendations for resuscitation and emergencies. (Merchant et al., 2020)

Taken together, these frameworks aim for a more complete agenda for action that includes health, development, humanitarian action, disaster risk management, and climate change adaptation. (Wright et al., 2020)

Disaster

Disaster is an event or series of events that threaten and disrupt people's lives and livelihoods caused by both natural and/or non-natural factors as well as human factors, resulting in human casualties, environmental damage, property losses, and psychological impacts. (BNPB, 2021)

Strengthening across sectors is very important for reducing disaster risk, which is continuously carried out continuously for community resilience in the disaster sector to issue resilience in disaster response (SFDRR, 2021)

Type of disaster

1. Events caused by natural disasters are a series of natural events such as tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, landslides, floods, droughts, earthquakes.
2. A series of events that are not caused by nature are events in the form of failures due to modernization, and technology, epidemiology and diseases caused by epidemics.
3. Events caused by humans are called man-made disasters which include between groups due to disputes.
4. Disasters that are documented based on events and locations, types of disasters and resulting damage can be called disaster events.
5. Earthquakes are a series of vibrations or shocks that occur on the earth's surface caused by the meeting of the earth's plates, active faults, and active volcanoes or rock collapse.

6. Volcanic eruptions are part of a volcanic event known as an "eruption". The dangers of volcanic eruptions can be in the form of hot clouds, incandescent ejections, heavy ash rain, lava, poison gas, tsunamis and lahars.

7. The word tsunami comes from the Japanese language which means waves or ocean waves ("tsu" means ocean, "nami" means waves). This event is the result of an earthquake from the ocean.

8. Stable soil can cause soil and rock movements that descend from this slope, which is called a landslide.

9. The increase in the volume of water that causes the land to be submerged is a flood.

10. The addition of direct water discharge in large quantities and there are obstacles in river flow resulting in flash floods.

11. The need for water is a lot and there is water scarcity, while the need for water can still have an impact on the agricultural sector which leads to the economic factor of selling plants or plants that are traded.

12. A house or settlement that is hit by a fire is a series of fire events that cause casualties or losses.

13. Forests with land that are engulfed by fire, resulting in forest and land damage that cause economic losses and or environmental values. Forest and land fires often cause smoke disasters that can disrupt the activities and health of the surrounding community.

14. The emergence of very strong winds with circular movements resembling a spiral can reach speeds of up to 50 km / h, this event is called a hurricane which will disappear within 3-5 minutes (BNPB, 2020)
Conclusion

1. The development of a disaster education model is very important in the initial handling of emergencies in the pre-hospital area in disaster risk management
2. Development of a disaster education model in the initial handling of emergencies in the pre-hospital area involving multi-agent bases or lay people in disaster risk reduction
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